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 hunter drone 150 4.9kg $11,500 1 kg $13,500 3 kg $15,500 5 kg $18,500 1.5 kg $22,500 Hunter drone with built-in GPS –
how to track A whole new level of autonomy is in store for drone hobbyists. The start-up company EyeAero has unveiled the
first commercial-grade autonomous drone that can do everything from taking photos to scanning the skies for rogue drones.
EyeAero's Range Rover-sized drone can locate and track up to 18 different drones using GPS, and it can track the drones

autonomously as they fly through airspace. Lucky for us, it has eyes. You can take it for a test drive Australia's first indoor
drone racing track is open for business. After a successful kick-off event last month, the Melbourne University Innovation Park
(MUIP) is now opening the doors to its new CyberRacer Drone Racing Track. The track is designed to be an anti-drone 'ghetto'.

By installing a netting around the track that's designed to prevent drones from entering, the hope is that it will make it
impossible for drones to get too close to people and objects. For now, the network of wire and netting will be used to develop

and test smart drone technologies, but the organisers plan to later convert it into an international racing track for drone
championships. A paddock for the drones What better way to keep a farmer out of trouble than with a smart drone? Western

Australian farmers are being given the chance to have a go at drone racing thanks to the launch of the largest drone racing
competition in the world. The Miejski Klub Robotniczy Wydarzenie Raportyjno (MKiR) is an international competition that
pits 15 drone pilots against each other in a 10-lap race. We have no idea what will happen when these competing pilots hit the
track, but given there will be only one winner, we can only assume it will be a big deal. In the meantime, take a look at these

three drones for sale.Q: How to get all the weeks of the current year? I need to get all the weeks of the current year starting from
1st January. I am using momentjs for this. When I use moment().startOf('year') 82157476af
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